SMALL-SIZE POLI BOILER
CUSTOMIZABLE SMALL-SIZE BOILER FOR HOT BEVERAGES

Small-size boiler in stainless steel that can be adapted to various machines for food
use, namely for the production of beverages made from hot water, such as coffee, tea,
ginseng, barley and others.

POLI BOILER
Food & Beverage

Designed and produced in compliance with EU directives and Italian regulations (MOCA) on the manifacture
of materials intended to come into contact with food.
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high-precision manufacturing
plate base-thickness: 1mm (adjustable upon request)
long-term life cycle
specific CAD-design Service
features:
- size: Ø from 80 to 200 mm
H. from 80 to 300 mm
- position and number of water inputs
APPLICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS
and outputs
Electrical Power and Capacity can be changed and
- resistance sheathing material
customized according to the intended end-use.
(AISI/ASTM321/Incoloy/...)
The combination of technical features, from size to
power, is assessed and designed for every type of
requirement.
The Capacity can vary from a minimum of 0.5 lt to
a maximum of 1.5 lt.

POLI BOILERS are customizable

Manufacturing in compliance with EU Directives and Italian regulation MOCA
DGISAN 14445-P-10/04/2017 D. Lgs. 10/2/2017 n. 29
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STAINLESS STEEL AND SPECIAL ALLOYS

